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CHAPTER I
INTROIXJCTIOH
PiirpoBe of tJie Inveetlgatlon *
In dlBciisslone of Byron» poetryt very often the sub-
ject of plagiarism is introduced* I have heard Byron criticised
severely for this weakness^ while not a few have either attemp-
ted to disprove the charge or excuse it* For some time I have
been curious to know just what the poet*s contemporaries have
said regarding Byron's plagiarismy and^ equally important^ what
the accused replied to his critics* Therefore it is my purpose^
in writing this thesis, to review any criticisms and refutations
which appeared in Byron's ovm time*
I consider it important to the student of Byron to
consider any charges and countercharges on the subject of
plagiarism, in order to approach the study of Byron's poems
with a critical attitude, and thus be better able to evaluate
Byron's contribution in the field of poetry*
Sources of Information *
Fortunately for my investigation, literary magazines
abounded in the early nineteenth century, and editors and con-
tributors praised writers hi^ly or criticised severely* People
in those times kept their correspondence, and wrote copious
diaries and memoirs* Many of these are available at the Boston

Public Library or Widener Library at Harvard Unlveralty. I
have perused records of conversations, letters, pamphlets and
memoirs, and anything relating to the charge of imitation or
literary piracy in Byron's poems I have noted.
Conclusion Sought .
Byron's attitude toward the subject, that of being
unjustly accused by critics, but bearing the charges in silence,
nobly, is entirely in keeping with the poet's character, as
his admirers would say, or pose, as his amused or contemptuous
critics might say. His reticense to refute the charges^ how*
ever, has presented the greatest difficulty in procuring
evidence in defense of the charge of plagiarism. Byron's few
references to this criticism, nevertheless, I am adding to the
opinions of numerous writers of his time, both friends and
foes, in an attempt to come to some conclusion as to the con<*
census of opinion among Byron's contemporaries regarding
plagiarism in his work.
I(
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3CHAPTER II
PLAGIARISM
Classical Theory *
Althou^ the Btateraent has been made, that plagla-*
rlsm l8 as old as literature itself, we find that the practice,
once deemed Innocent, has gradually come under condemnation,
both from literary critics and from legal authorities.
In classical times the writers got not orxly in-
spiration but subjects and material from their predecessors*
Original v/ork was considered daring* "To the ancients, then,
combining old material with new and expressing the combination
in an original manner constituted originality* This origin-
ality was achieved by a composite process which may for con-
venience be divided into three steps: selection, relnter-
pretation, and Improvement
To conceal one's indebtedness, however, was con-
trary to the classical principles that Imitation is a matter
to be proudly acknowledged.
In defining the classical theory of literary pro-
duction White says: "it encoiirages Imitation, avoids independ-
ent fabrication, and holds the subject-matter of literature as
common property. But it insists that imitation is not enough,
and demands that individual originality be shown by choosing
1. White, Harold 0«, Plagiarism and Imitation IXxring the Eng-
lish Renalsstmoe, p« Is.
r
and using models carefully^ by reinterpreting borrowed matter*
and by Improving on those models and that matter.**
Establishment of Rights ,
Chaucer embodied tracts of Dante In his writings
»
not to mention his borrowing the materials for some of his
Canterbury Tales from Boccaccio* and It was not until the ad-
vent of printing* In the year 1450 A.D** that writers began to
take an active interest in establishing the product of their
intellectual labor as property* and to insist that tholr
rights In it entitled them to a substantial reward*
Sixteenth century English writers before the aoces"
slon of Elizabeth practiced the classical theory of imitation*
Zn the third decade of Elizabeth's reign* however* to quote
White again* "English literature grew articulate about its
ideals and methods* with the resultant appearance of a canon
of literary principles* Adverse critieisms of Imitation
vastly increased in number* as compared with the total found
during the first three quarters of the century* There was a
corresponding increase In the number and insistence of the
demands for originality* ••• Of all those who demanded origin-
ality of invention* not one used the term in its modem sense
of individual fabrication* All sought originality just as
classical critics declared that it should be soui^tt through
individual adaptation* reinterpretatlon* and* if possible*
improvement of the best Which each writer could find in the
1r
literature of hie own and earlier days*
"Not only were Englishmen from 1500 to 1625 with-
out any feeling analogous to the modem attitude toward plagia*
rism; they even lacked the word until the very end of that
period*'*''' People of that time still believed in the classical
theozy that originality of real worth could be achieved only
through creative imitation*
During the early pert of the seventeenth century#
there seems to have been no marked change in the way in Which
plagiarism was regarded^ though the practice seems to have
been less common*
After the Restoration authors were beginning to
feel an increasing indignation at being despoiled* Previously
Butler and Milton had both protested, though the latter has
been shown to have borrowed ideas and sometimes more from his
predecessors* But Milton's defense was doubtless that he had
presented others* ideas in better form, for he defined plagia-
rism as ^borrowing without beautifying***
Increase in the Importance of the Subject *
**With the eighteenth century,** writes Harry M* Paull
**we enter upon a new era, and the obligations of authors to
one another became the subject of serious discussion* The
SSpyrigJit Act of Queen Ann (1709-10) not only called the
attention of authors to their rights, but compelled them to
!• White. Harold 0*, Plagiarism and toitatlona During the Sag-
lish Renaissance, p* xB* _—_ —
9»
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be more careful ae to the extent to which they appropriated
the work of others. Already Pope, In a letter to Walsh (1706),
dis Classes the question as to *how far the liberty of borrow-
ing may extend———*. Pope himself was not free from this
waalcness which he condemned In others • He was nevertheless
as severe on his fellow*culprlts as if he were guiltless him*
self."^
Plagiarism is frequently referred to by Dr. Johnson.
However* he is by no means a severe critic of the iiactlce, for
which he finds excuses. It seemed to be the general habit for
writers of this pe riod to condemn plagiarism though guilty of
it themselves.
Byron's Time .
In writing of Byron's times Paull says: "With the
nineteenth century there comes another advance. Hot that the
practice of plagiarism sensibly decreased, but its condemnation
became more decided and general. The critics made it their
business to be on the watch for cases of imitation or borrow**
2ing, and they did not hesitate to pillory offenders."
Because the term plagiarism is not Msy to define,
and because criticism for this literary offense depends en-
tirely on the individual's interpretation of it as a crime, a
decision as to the justification for criticitm of Byron on
1« Literary Ethics , p. 111-112,
2, Paul, Harry Hajor* Literary Ethics, p. 118
•
1L
this score must necessarily be a personal opinion* HoweTer^
as proper behavior of any type depends^ as to standards « on
time and place» so any discussion of Byron's plagiarism nnist
be based on the general attitude of early nineteenth century
poets and critics toward this subject.
rr
CHAFTER IIZ
CONVERSATIONS, LETTERS, AND MEMOIRS
ConverBatlon with Moore .
Prom conversations carried on with Bjrron, or con-
cerning Byron, numerous side lights are cast on the subject
of plagiarism* On one occasion Moore asked the meaning of a
number of paper-«arks In a book Byron was reading* "Only a
book," he answered, "from vnilch I am trying to crib, as I do
Whenever I can, and that's the way I get the character of an
f 1
original poet*
John Gait's Biography of Byron *
In the biography of Lord B3rron, by John Oalt, wa
find some enlightening remarks* Oalt writes i "There Is a
cixrlouB note In the memoranda which Lord B kept In the year
1813, that I should not pass unnoticed, because It refers to
myself, and moreover Is characteristic of the excoriated
sensibility with which his Lordship felt everything that
touched or affected him or his*
"When I had read the Bride of Abydos, I wrote to
him my opinion of It, and mentioned that there was a remark*
able coincidence In the story, with a matter In which I had
been Interested* I have no copy of the letter, and I forget
1* Moore, Thomas, Life of Lord Byron , p* 236, Vol* IV*

tthe expressions employed, but Lord B •eomed to think they Im-
plied that he had taken the story from something of mine.
"The note Is ;
'Gait says there Is a coincidence between the first
part of 'The Bride' and some story of his, whether published
or not, I know not, never having seen It* He Is almost the
last person on whom anyone would commit literary larceny, and
X am not conscious of any witting thefts on any of the gems*
As to originality, all pretensions are ludicrous; there is
nothing new under the sun**
"The most amusing part of this little fracas Is the
denial of his Lordship, as to pilfering the thoughts and
fancies of others, for it so happens, that the first passage
of the Bride of Alydos, the poem In question, is almost a
literal and unacknowledged translation from Ooethe, which was
pointed out in some of the pe riodioals soon after the work was
published*
"Then, as to his not thieving from me or mine, I
believe the fact to be as he ha a statedi but there are singular
ciroumstances connected with some of his other productions, of
«1
which the account is at least cui*ious*
Oalt tells about being engaged in composing a posa
0^ in the Spenserian measure during the passage with Lord Byron
from aibraltar to Ualta* It was intended to describe, in
!• Gait, John, The Life of Lord Byron, p* 101-104*
II
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ziarx*ating the voyages and adventtires of a pilgrim^ who had
embarked for the Holy Land, the scenes Oalt expected to visit.
Byron kneiv/ about this poem, and considering that he started
Chllde Harold In Albania, Qalt says, it rauBt be con-
sidered as something extraordinary, that the two works should
have been so similar in plan, and in the structure of the
verse
•
"His Lordship has published a poem, called Ihe
Curse of Minerva, the subject of which is the vengeance of
the goddess on Lord Elgin for the rape of the Parthenon* It
has so happened that I wrote at Athens a burlesque poem on
nearly the seune subject. •••• which I called The Atheniad; the
manuscript was sent to his Lordship in Asia Minor, and returned
to me through Mr* Hobhouse*
"it was, indeed, an early trick of his Lordship to
filch good things^
"However, I have said quite enough on this subject,
both as respects myself and his seeming plagiarism, which
might be multiplied to legions* Such occasional accidental
hIimitations are not things of much importance*
The following extracts from Thomas Medwln*s account
of his conversations with Lord Byron shed mom light on the
poet*s reaction to criticism*
1* Qalt, John, The Life of Lord Byron, p* 101-104*
rI
"l am taxed with being a plaglariet," Byron said to
Medwin# "when I am least conscious of being one; but I am not
very scrupulous, I own, when I have a good idea, how I came
into possession of it. How can we tell to what erctent Shakes-
peare is indebted to his contemporaries, whose works are now
lost? Besides which Cibber adapted his plays to the stage*
"The Invocation of the witches was, we know, a
ervile plagiarism from Middleton. Authors were not so
sqeamish about borrowing from one another in those days. If
it be a fault, X do not pretend to be immaculate* I will lend
you some volumes of Shipwrecks, from which my storm in »Don
Juan* came. •••• As to originality, Goethe has too much sense
to pretend that he is not under obligations to authors,
ttl
ancient and modemj — who is not?
Medwln, in recording Byron's conversations, tells
of the poet's handing The Deformed Transformed to Shelley, as
he was In the habit of doing with his daily compositions, and
remarking as he did so, "Shelley, I have been writing a
Paustish kind of drama: tell me what you think of it.**
"I like it least," said Shelley, "of anything I
ever saw of yours. It is a bad imitation of 'Faust* and
besides, there are two entire lines of Southey's in it."^
1. Medwln, Thomas, Conversations of Lord Byron , p. 199-201, Vol.1
2. Ibid., p. 217, Vol. I.
rr
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Byi*on*8 Comraent on a Resemblance .
In hie notes to his poem The Siege of Corinth^
B3rron writes! "l rauet here acknowledge a close, though imlnten-
tionaly resemblance in these twelve lines to a passage in an
unpublished poem of Sir. Coleridge, called •Christabel.» It
was not till after these lines were wi^itten that I heard that
wild and singularly original and beautiful poem recited; and
the MS. of that production I never saw till very recently, by
the kindness of Mr. Coleridge himself, T/ho, I hope, is con*
vinced that I have not been a wilful plagiarist. The original
idea undoubtedly pertains to Mr. Coleridge, whose poem lias
been composed above fourteen years."
But to Medwin he aaids "Some eight or ten lines of
Chrlstabel' found themselves in »Thc Siege of Corinth,' I
hardly know how;. "
Byron and Wordsworth *
At one time Medwin remarked that Byron was accused
of owing a great deal to Wordsworth, adding, "Certainly there
are some stanzas in the Third Canto of 'Ohilde Harold* that
Aell strongly of the Lakea—
"Very possibly," replied Byron. "Shelley, whan I
was in Switzerland, used to dose rae with Wordsworth physio
even to nausea; and I do reMBiber reading sonethlng of his
with pleasure."^
!• Medwin, Thomas, Conversations of Lord Byron, p.84-25,Vol.II.
c
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Byron and Scott *
At another time Byron was reading a new novel of
Sir Walter Scott 's,
"How difficult it ls,» said he, »to say anything
new» —This page, for Instance, la a brilliant one; it Is
full of wit. But let us see how mucii of it is original, Tlilm
passage, for instance, comes from Shakespeare; this bon mot
from one of Sheridan's Comedies; this observation from another
writer (naming the author); and yet the ideas are newnaoulded,
and perhaps Scott was not aware of their being plagiarisms*
It is a bad thing to have too good a memory**
*Z should not like to have you for a critic,*
Ifedr/ln observed*
*Set a thief to catch a thief,* was the reply.
The Siege of Co rinth .
One other instance shows hov; candid Byron could
be in a conversation* To Medwln he declared that Vathek was
another of the tales he had a very early admiration for* ^You
nay rsmsmber a passage I borrowed from it in *The Siege of
Corinth*, which I aliaost took verbatim**
In considering remarks made by Byron, it is wsll
to keep in mind, however, that it is difficult to determlns
when he was serious and when he was facetious*
1* Medwln, niomas. Conversations of Lord Byron, p*32«33* Vol* II*
r
CHAPTER 17
REvranrs OP poems
Criticism for Plagiarism
Althou^ it is quite generally admitted that the
reviews of Byron's very early poems were severely harsh, and
that those critics of Hours of Idleness well deserved the
satire of English Bards and Scotch Reviewers , treatment of
the poet henceforth appears to liave been fair, and, for the
most part, free from ill will or envy. Nevertheless, plagia-
rism was the literary sin with which many of the reviewers
reproached him*
The following a2»e excerpts from reviews in literary
pamphlets of Byion's times*
Favorable Reviews ,
1815 - July — Hebrew Melodies in Electic
"—these songs——stand a fair chance of rivalling
In popularity the compositions of his friend More, (sic*) of
which indeed they often reminded us*"
1816 - October — Childe Harold's Pilgrimage in The Quarterly
RtIwt
**We have said that Lord Byron occasionally, thou^
without concealing his own original features, assumes the
manner and style of his contemporaries* ——-it is impossible
to read the Prisoner of Chillon without finding several pas-
r
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sages-——which strongly remind us of Wordsworth. There la
another, called 'Churchill's Grave,' for which Sonthey seems
to afford the model— • Two other pieces in this miscellany
recall to our mind the wild, unbridled, and fiery Imagination
of Coleridge."
1817 - February — Childe Harold's Pilgrimage in The British
Review
In this review the critic considers that the ideas
for the description of his wanderings "mist have been" borrowed
from Montgomery's "The World before the Flood."
1813 - August — Childe Harold's Pilgrimage in the British
Review
The writer here notes the similarity between Byron's
lines and those of Cowper and Klrke White*
1813 • July — Beppo - in Eleotic
"It shows that its author can Imitate, like a
nightingale, with surprising facility, the notes of inferior
soigsters; —
•
1818 • March 14 — Beppo - in The Literary Gazette
"To our minds Beppo is exquisite of its klnd| it
is the disporting of a genius—-. Ws are sure that every
person of taste who roads it, will agrss with us In thinking
that it stands almost at the top of a style of writing with
which England is not the most familiar — that of ingenious
(
and playful satire, -——lie hae produced an exceedingly
happy poem»"
1821 - July Marino Paliero - in The Edinburgh Reviefw
"But, in the main, it is original—being indeed
merely another Venice Preserved, and continually recalling,
thou^ certainly without eclipsing, the memory of the first."
Unfavorable Reviews .
1821 • April 28 - Marino Faliero - in The Literary Gazette.
"The historical tragedy of Paliero -—is neither
more nor less than a remodification of Venice Preserved* The
action, the characters, the catastrophe, are nearly the same---
persons of the drama, who, if not individually, do collectively
repeat all the sentiments of the dramatis personae of Otwayi
and upon this point of resemblance, the author, who is precise
in acknowledging the minutest obligations, treats us with the
following exquisite piece of irony*
"One of his judges says, tThou tremblest, Faliero;*
to which Faliero replies, **Tis with age theni' and hereupon
his lordship notes, 'This was the actual reply of Bailli,
BMiire of Paris, to a Frenchman who made him the same reproach
on his way to execution, in the earliest part of their revolu-
tion* I find in reading over (since the completion of this
tragedy), for the first time these six years, 'Venice Preserved,
a similar reply on a different occasion by Renault, and other
coincidences arising from the subject* I need hardly remind
CD'
the gentleat reacler« that euch coincidences must be accidental^
from the very facility of their detection by reference to bo
popular a play on the stage and In the closet ae Otway's chef
d»oevre#'
"For ourselves, we knov/ not what the gentlest
readers may be inclined to credit; but we must declare* that if
any writer can be allowed to plxmder another in the way Lord
Byron has plundered Otway, and plead in defence that the rob*
bery was committed in open day* we may as well concede at oncet
that barefaced depredation in literature is not a cognizable
crime; or that effrontery is a complete Justification of it—
—
**The Resemblances, or rather in many instances, the
copy and adaptation, are so strong throxaghout, that we only
wonder how it happens tliat Otway*t is so interesting and Byron*!
80 dull a play*
(The reviewer then calls a-ctentlon to specific instances of
similarities.
)
'*Hls (Byron's) great fault is* want of originality
i
for the tragedy is a mere compound of that to which we have so
frequently alluded, with plisnbs from other plays, such as
Othello, Measure for Measure, & c», and a little of the noble
author's own.*
1822 - December 29 — Werner - In Blackwood ' s Endlnburgh
Magasine *
"We are not so absurd as to say, or to think, that
rr
1
a Dranatist has no right to make free v;lth other people's
fables ™—- , We all Imov; that Shakespeare himself took hlB
stories from Italian novels, Danish sages, English chronicles,
Plutarch's lives from anywhere rather than from his own
Invention. But did he take the whole of Hamlet, or Juliet, op
Richard III, or Anthony and Cleopatra, from any of these
foreign sources? —-—But here Lord Byron has Invented nothing
absolutely, positively, undeniably, nothing » There Is not one
Incident In his play, not even the most trivial, that Is not
to be found In the novel from which It Is taken; occurring
exactly In the same manner, brougjit about by exactly the
same agents, and producing exactly the same effects on the
plot. And then as to the characters, v;hy, not only Is every
one of them to bs found In tlie novel, but every one of then
Is to be found there far more fully and powerfully developed."
1823 - Werner — In Eclectic *
-——"the poem Is not merely less pleasing but less
instructive than the tale (Miss Lee's Canterbury Tales ).
...•«wlth all his great talents, he wants the transcendent
faculty of dramatic or epic Invention. As much as this Is
almost tacitly admitted by the Author of Werner, wlien, having
failed In his original dramas, he becomes. In this, a copyist,
aspiring to no higher merit than that of an ingenious play*
Wright."
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CHAPTER V
COHTRIBUTIONS TO LITERARY PAMPHLETS
Severe Crltlclem *
It is In the esBays oontalned in the periodicals
of Byron's times, and the letters sent for publication to the
editors of these pamphlets, that criticism of Byron's plagia*
riom Is most pronounced*
Casual Remarks Concerning Plagiarism *
As early as the December, 1816 issue of The Edinburgh
Review, the following allusion is made to Byron's Imltatlonf
although in no sense is he criticised for this element In his
writing!
"Lord Byron, however, it should be observed, like
all other persons of a quick sense of beauty, and sure enough
of their own originality to be in no fear of paltry imputations,
is a great mimic of styles and manners, and a great borrower
of external character* He and Mr* Scott are full of Imitations
of all the writers from whom they have ever derived gratifioa-
tion; and the two most original writers of the age ml£^t appear,
to superficial observers, to be the most deeply Indebted to
their predecessors."
A few months previous to this, however, in the
April issue of The New Monthly Magasine , a letter addressed
to the editor and signed "A Provincial Schoolmaster" con*
r!
1
talned specifIs charges of plagiarism. The letter, which
follov/s. Is obviously not Intended to be malignant.
"Some Ingenious critics——-have fancied that they
:iBve discovered the fountain of many of Lord Byron's most
favourite Images—have muttered the word plagiarism through
lips half yellow with envy, and have brought forward tnelr
parallel passagea aooordingly. May I be permitted to have a
guoss of the samo kind; and as I despair of emulating the
fame of the noble author* to nibble for one moment at his
claim to originality? In the magnificent Poem of the Corsair ,
Conrad says to Medora*
•Be thou my rainbow to the storms of llf
e
t" Might
not the illustrious bard who, in spite of some unhappy appear-
ances to the ccntrary, is said to be a great reader of the
writings of divines, have had an eye of recollection on the
following passage from Bishop HomeT — »Ho storm can over-
sliadow a true Christian, but his faith will discern & rain-
bow In it.'**
Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine for June, 1817,
contains an interest Inr, letter sent to the editor by a person
who, while traveling in Switzerland had had related to him by
Capuchin Prlars a tradition in which, to quote the contributor
"there appears to me suoh a striking coincidence in some
characteristic features, between the story of that performance
(Mnnfred) and the Swiss tradition that without further comment
Z extract the latter from my journal, and send it for your
nil:
(
r
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The Swiss stojry then follows, and the "coincidence"
of the similarity Is Indred "strlklnc.** At this point I call
attention to the use of '^he v/ord coincidence, for It Is a
term used Innumerable times henceforth.
In the September, 1818 edition of The New Monthly
and Universal Register appears an article entitled Colnclde?io»
between Lord Byron and Waller . I quote the following pithy
commsnt from it:
"liOrd Byron in his English Bards, In allusion to
the death of Klrlce White, by too intense application to study,
says:—
So the struck eagle, stretched upon the plaln^
No more thro* rolling clouds to soar again.
Viewed his own feather on the fatal dart.
And winged the shaft that quivered In his heart*
Waller lias a similar thought in some verses to a
lady on singing a song he had written.
"That eagle's fate and mine are one^
Which on the ahaft that made him die^
Espied a feather of his own«
Wherewith he wont to fly so high."
Three months later in the same nagazine, the ob-
aervatlons quoted belofw, contributed by a reader, were pub-
lished. The contributor's attitude la the 'friendly one of
a student, rather than that of a severe critic*
rA
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"The follov/lng coincidences of Lord Byron are not
noticed with any invidious intention* but merely as curious
and accidental^ resemhlances, which to the literary reader may
not prove unamuaing*"
ThG contributor then shows the marked Blmllarity
betv;een many lines in Byron's poetry and in that of Mrs, Opie^
giving also Instances in that of Logan# Montgomery* Java,
Dodsley and Cairtpbell, The "coincidences" are quite remark&Lle,
Toi instance, he writes:
"in addrsseing Italy, Loi-d Byron says.
Thy very v/eeds are beautiful.
Chllde Harold, Canto 4
Speaking of Rome, Isabel observes, in the 'City of the
Plague,
The very weeds how lovely I — p» 77"
In the year 1821 the charges and countercharges of
plagiarism in Byron's works brought the controversy to its
highest point* Naive remarks concerning the "remarkable coin-
cidences" gave way to forceful denunciation. In the February
third issue of The London Literary Gazette appeared the short
article quoted below. It undoubtedly aroused no special in-
terest on the part of the average reader* In tne li^t of tlie
controversial articles which ^.his pamphlet published In sub-
sequent issues, however, the item seems to serve as an Intro-
1, Note the number of times the words accident and accidental
appear in any disovission of Byron's plagiarism*
1
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ductlon. If not a forebodlrvg, of the wicceeding harshly cen-
Borloup series of denunciations concerning Byron's plagiarism*
Lit ere ry Piracy ,
"The first appearance of arching In the shape of a
legal Becur?.ty granted to a"ithors for their productions, is
referred, by Mr. I)» Israeli, to the reign of Queen Elizabeth,
I'To book was allored to bo published without the permission, of
th-? l?ccnsprJK of the press, v/ho v;ere Instructed, for the better
protection of literary proporty, only to give one license for
the same book. -—In Queen Anne's reign, the office of
licenser of the press was done away v;ith, and literature re-
ceived a move definite and decided protection: a limited term
was granted to every author to reap the fruit of labours;
after which a man's right in his own work ceased altogether*
This Iriae been the case ever since."
The article then citea an event which occurred In
Italy in 1514 in which the exclusive right to print wrltlnga
of Tacitus was granted to Beroaldo, an editor. Notwithstanding
the exertions of Pope Leo X, who had grantad the privilege to
Beroaldo, "the work was plrat<»d, and printdd at KilAii the 3ama
ye^r b^ Manuiilaiio — was cited to appear before the
Pope; but owing to the interference of his friends, the fine
was remitted, and sentence of excommunloatlon only passed iipon
him. A compromise was afterwards entered into betwjer
Mantiziano and Beroaldo; and thus terminated the first literary
The article was erJLtltled, Origin of Copyright , and the first
Ir
t
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Hareh Critlclam
The following articles, as their dates Indicate,
appeared soon after the Item on literary piracy. That The
London Literary Gazette had no Ill-feeling toward Byron Is
Indicated by the exceedingly favorable review of his poem
Beppo , published In 1818 • The articles are entitled. Lord
Byron's Plagiarisms and contain too many Illustrations to re-
produce here. The editor's comments, however, and excerpts
from the articles, are Illuminating and convincing*
The London Literary Gazette — February 24, 1821.
Editor's preface. --"There has been much dispute In the literary
world, on the subject of plagiarism. ——- Whether the follow-
ing exposition may exhibit Lord Byron as an authorized spoliator
of other men's goods, or as a culpable pilferer, —— It Is
not our province to determine. We candidly profess our opinion
to be, that his Lordship has appropriated to himself the lan-
guage and Ideas of others beyond all precedent | and the detector
of these piracies, Mr. A. A. Watts, having allowed us to copy
from a MS. work of his upon the subject, such parts as may
suitably find a place In our columns, we consider It an act of
strict literary Justice to extract a few of the leading points,
though we have not room either for the reasoning which sup-
ports the charges, or for the detailed remarks which are adduced
in proof of the coincidences being anything but accidental,
——we do not think there Is one assertion made, which Mr.
W. has not ample evidence to substantiate! nor one imputation
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which he has not strong ground to maintain. If Impugned."
nils first article, as the contents Indicate, deals
with the characters In Byron's iwetry* Watts writes:
"a great deal has been said at various times, about
the originality of Lord Byron's conceptions, as It respects
the characters of the heroes and heroines of his poetry* We
are, however, disposed to believe, that his dramatis personae
(and especially such as appear In prominent parts) are mostly
the property of eachlbltors , although he may sometimes furnish
them with new dresses and decorations; with >sable hair,*
'unearthly scowls, * 'a vital scorn* of all beside themselves,
and such additional Improvements as he may consider neoessary^
In order to enable them to make their appearance with satis-
faction to himself, and profIt^ or at least amusement, to the
public,"
Quotations from Byron's poems with similar passages
from those he Is accused of imitating are then given, the
presentation of so many Instances proving strong evidence In
the author's contention* He shows that the character of the
Olaoiu*, the description of his person, and often the very
sentiments he expresses, are derived Immediately from Mrs*
Radollffe's fine romance. The Italian * His fairness Is In-
dicated by a footnote, referring to The Prisoner of Chilion,
in which he says i
"Ihe account of the death of the younger brother Is
beautiful and new| there are fewer signs of imitation In this

poem, than In anything Byron has written,"
In speaking of Mazeppa» he aaysi "in this poem»
beside many matters of less Importance, derived from various
sources , the transit of the wild horse Is Imitated from four
five stanuas. In Mr* Shelley's Revolt of Islam *"
Mr* Watts shows a deHatful sense of hisnor In
this part of his paper dealing with the Corsair ;
"By the way, we had almost forgotten to mention
that Lord Byron here, as In most of his pieces, sometimes
masquerades himself as the hero of the aotloni and, sooth
to say, there are few people better adapted to play the part
®^ ^ Coy^3-r than his lordship; for he Is positively un-
equalled by any marauder we ever met with or heard of. In the
extent and variety of his (literary) piracies , and unaclaiow-
lodged obligations to various great men (aye, and women too)
living and deceased, specimens of which may be seen In the
annexed papers*"
There then follow many Indisputable proofs of
piracy fz*om Madame de Stael, Mrs • Radollffe, Tasso^ Milton,
and nisnerous others* Mr* Watts quotes many lines copied
word for word by Byron, for example
i
Byron — Something too m^ich of this. — C*H* Ch* II, S* q*
Shakespeare — Something too much of this* — Hamlet, Act III,
S* 2*
Byron ->* Hissing, but stlngless Darkness
re
•r
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Milton — Hl88ing» but Btlnglefls. ^ Paradise Lost"
The London Literary Gazette — March 3, 1821,
"Kiere are fern writers to whom Lord Byron Is under
such extensive obligation as he is to Dr« Young « Besides in-
numerable imitations of the style and diction of this poet,
his Lordship has frequently transferred whole lines into his
productions, ——-and it is well worthy of remark, that al-
though he quotes Young on one or two unimi>ortant occasions,
he is inflexibly silent when his own credit would seem to
demand an acltnowled^nent of the source of plagiarisms, numerous
and palpable beyond all precedent, from the same author. ——
-
"Subtract from many of the most popular passages in
his compositions, the single line, or the tissue of nervous
and forcible diction, which he has borrowed from other writers,
and What will remain? ——-and if poets are permitted to bor»
row lin3S, or half lin9S (constituting sometimes the soul of
an otherwise tedious description), with impunity. Where is the
line to be drawn, and how is plagiarism to be defined, and con-
sequently detected?'*
In a note to this article, the editor, referring
to lines copied from others, writes: "These, and a multi-
tude of similar passages, are precisely what the public have
been accustomed to entitle Byronisms, and to consider as con-
stituting the main feature of Lord Byron's poetical style.
Deprive him of these, and what will remain to distinguish him

from other poets? Yet these, we see, are borrov/edl"
The Londgg Literary Gazette — March 10, 1821.
"it Is an extraordinary fact, but no less strange
than true, that there Is scarcely a poet of any reputation,
whom Lord Byron has found occasion to satirize (whether In his
English Bards or Don Juan, ) that he has not also taken occasion
to plunder. Stole Scott, — ballad «*monger Soi they, — simple
Wordsworth, — drowthy Campbell, — lewd Moore, — raving
Montgomery, — turgid Coleridge, and even sonnetteerlng
Bowles, have furnished him with very many of the most popular
passages In hla writings* O^s Is no vmguA and Idle assertion,
but a serious and Incontrovertible charge, clearly established
in the present volisne, by the adduction of the proofs upon
which It Is founded***
The writer says that his Lordship has been guilty
of the most flagrant Injustice, not to say Ingratitude, to
Sotheby* **Besldes innumerable Imitations of his style and
diction, he has resorted to his pages, (as to a literary store*
house known only to himself, ) for Ideas, language to clothe
them In, and sometimes for principal portions of the machinery
he employs in his poems* We shall produce testimony In vupport
of this assertion anon*
"Mr* Sotheby's poetry Is but partially knowni and
!• Such are the epithets applied to these gentlemen by
Lord Byron, In his English Bards and Don Juan *
r
It Is on this accoimtf probably, that his Lordship considers
he may steal and ride his Pegasus with Impunity* But to
ridicule a man, (after having robbed him of his best ideas,
and most vivid expressions,) for getting no more than *a
nibble at a time at Fame,' is an anomaly in the history of
literary justice, we confess ourselves unable to understand.
Besides his version of Wleland*s Oberon, which is one of the
most faithful and spirited translations extant, Mr» Southey
Is the author of 'Constance de Castile,* a poem abounding in
what is usually understood by the term Byronisms , and con*
talning several passages which would not discredit the pen of
the first poet of the day. From these, as well as his
tragedies, -•—Lord Byron has borrowed Style , Idea, and not
unfrequently Incident ."
Among the many quotations to prove the above state-
ments, the following is given, ao an example.
"Byron — When heart meets heart again in dreams
Elyoian. — Bride of Abydos
Sotheby — Intoxicating sweet.
When soul weds soul, and hearts each other
mMt. —Translation of Oberon - Ch. VIl"
The following article seems to have been the last
In the series from the manuscript of Mr. Watts.
rr
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Ttie London Literary Gazette — March 17, 1B21
,
"Should there be persona ilmple enou^ to aaaune
that coincidences extraordinary as those pointed out in the
present exposition, are more or less peculiar to all voluminous
poets, we will beg tc bs .'...formed in whose writings they are to
be met with* For ourselves, we will engage to mention, at a
moment ts notice, twenty celebrated poets, and undertake for
every plagiarism (imitation, or whatever politeness may refine
the term tc ) instanced from their productions, to cite fifty
from the pages of Lord Byron*"
Instance after instance is then given of Byron*
s
Imitations from various poems of Sir Walter Scott*
Ih the March 31 issue of The London Literary Gazette
there appeared an item entitled, "The unoriginality of Lord
Byron's Style, as it respects Miction, considered*" There is
no indication of who the writer Is, and the style differs from
that of the ]3:*evious articles by Mr* Watts* The final para-
graph indicates the attitude of the writer toward this weakness,
however *
"All these points of resemblance (in diction) can
hardly have been accidental* The obligation ought not there-
fore, (as usual) to have be«n passed over without that aok*
nowledgsment, which the fact seems to demand •**
fallowing the series of papers in The London Literary
qaBette by A .A* Watts, there appeared this, (to quote the
editor) "ingenious Article" which "baa been sent by a respect-
r
able Correspondent •**
The Gentleman^B Magazine — April, 1821.
"An occasional coincidence of thought with other
writers, has often afforded ground for a general accusation
affecting the character and popularity of an author. In casest
however, of palpable literary piracy, where a regular eysteni
of plunder has been pursued, and where the validity of the
charge does not rest upon half a dozen trifling similarities
of Idea, but Is borne out by a cloud of testlraonles, the critic
who has reading enough to detect, vid courage to expose the
delinquent, whatever may be his popularity at the tlme» per-
forms an act of strict literary justice, against which no
protest will be entered, save by those irho, conscious of
having followed the example of the plagiarist^ are In dread
of a similar exposition*
"The charge preferred against Lord Byron appears
to be neither more nor less than that of having disingenuously,
and to a very Important extent, appropriated to himself the
labours of those who have preceded him In the grand arena of
poetry* This accusation so far from being one of frivolous
and vexatious import. Is substantiated by numerous proofs,
singularly striking and conclusive. It Is not, as we have
already remarked, the obligation of a line or an Idea, that
should eubjeot a poet to an Indictment so seriously affecting
his fame, as the one now preferred against Lord Byron. But
it Is the systematic recurrence of these obligations, which Is

observable In every dosen llneu of his Lordship's poetry,
that so entirely deprive him of his claims to be considered
AS an original poet* It is not for lack of Invention as it
respects his plots* &:c.(for this has been warranted by all
T/rlters, even our Imaorta?^ Shakespeare but for bona fide
plagiarisms of language and idea that Lord Byron's literary
honesty has been so severely called in question*
**Th« attack is not made upon an author struggling
into notice^ and incapable of defending himself with advantage!
but upon ono who is at the pinnacle of popularity and well
able to ward off any ungenerous shafts that may be directed
at his fftme***
The "respectable Correspondent" gives many Instanoea
of Byron's "borrowing largely, and without the remotest ack-
nowledgment « from various writers," In one of which he com-
pares Byron's Lines on the death of Sir P* Parker with
"Torquato," Tasso's celebrated epitaphlal piece, and declares
that, "a more barefaced plagiarism than this cannot well be
Imagined* Lord Byron has here given us, as an original poem,
a translation ,"
The writer, as many others have done, calls atten-
tion to the first twenty lines of the Bride of Alydos "which
are almost lltorally translated from the Oerman of Leasing*"^
1* 'Rie writer evidently meant the Oez^n of Ooethe *
L
DefenBe of Byron »
This "insenloua Article" reeultod in the public ation«
In August and September of the same year^ of two more letters
to the editor ooncemlng the charge against Byron of plagiarism*
In the August issue of Tli^ QentleTaan's Magazine a writer
attempts to defend the poet against these accusations » but
ondtfi to refute singly any of the numerous quotations adduced
by the "Correspondent," in support of his defense. He is
content with generalities in his statements and doos Byron's
cause more harm than good because of the wealmess of his
attempt at refi^tatlon*
In The Gentleman's Magazine for September was
published a letter to Mr. Urban (the editor) signed "Attlcus".
It also is a weak defense of Byron^ in which the writer merely
states that other poets^ such as Pope and Milton* are in-
debted to their predecessors, so Byron should not be criticized
for what others have also done* He ends with the statement
that ——"since Envy follows Genius like its shadow, there will
always be found persons ready to attack it, merely to indulge a
aalignant and petulant desire of dethroning established
reputations *"
^o more rather brief quotations will suffice to
give an idea of the type of counterx-oharge whioh the accusations
against Byron for plagiarism brought forth*
The Nsfw Monthly Magazine — June, 1821
the charge in the Literary Gasette, nado

agslnst Lord Byron^ of a plagiarism from Lessingy is an
egregious blunder," The writer does not, in any sense of the
word, disprove the charge, however, but is content with merely
•ayingx "The truth is, there are far fewer ideas v7hich are
thoroughly original in the world, than we generally suspect.
It is the province of genius, however, to detail and embellish
these in a thousand different ways, and thus to instruct and
delist us."
The Freeman's Journal — 1821,
"One of those miserable 'talkers' about literature,
so well described by this noble Peer, in his "Beppo* is at
present 'nibbling' at his Lordship's fame, in a series of dull
and tedious articles in the Literary Gazette, wholly unworthy the
reputation of that interesting publication,"
Cocpnents on Criticisms »
The contrast between these weak refutations and the
extremely forceful accusations made against the poet, is again
brought to our attention by the wording found in the preface
to a review on Sardanapalus, which appeared some months later.
The London Literary Qasette - Deoember 29, 1821,
**We are also perticuierly impugned by his Lordship's
blind worshippers for entertaining the accusations of plagia-
rism which a correspondent did us the favour to offer for the
Literary Qasette . To this we plead guilty. We ean imagine
no possible question in the whole circle of literature more
r
fairly open for dlBcusslon^ than an Investigation of this
faott It was candidly brought and treated in a liberal as
well as able manner; and we must add, that we are not aware
of argr Inquiry of the kind, where the truth of the assertion
has been so Irrefragably made out, as It has been that Lord
Byron Is a wholesale and retail plagiarist."
rf
CHAPTER VI
COMMENTS BY CONTEMPORARY POETS
Condennations Made by Poets
In the final analysis of Byron's culpability^ however,
the attitude of the fellow poets of his own period is of
great importance.
After The London Literary Gazette had published the series
of articles condemning Byron for plagiarism, Southey wrote
to Viliiam Jerdan, the editor* to congratulate him on the ex-
1posure.
The chief grounds on which V'ordsworth complained of Byron
in a letter to Henry Taylor, were as follows: that he did not
acknowledge his "poetical obligations". In 1817 he wrote to
Taylor — "I have not seen •••• Lord Byron's last canto of
Childe Harold , where I an told he has been poaching on my
manor 9 • • •
•
In 1820 Wordsworth paid a visit to Tliomas Moore which the
latter records in his Journal, Wordsworth "spoke of Byron's
plagiarisms from him; the feeling for natural objects
not caught by Byron from nature herself, but from him (W.), and
spoiled in the transmission," He named "Tintem Abbey the
source of it all,
1. Paull, Harry M. — Literary Ethics , p, 118
2* Chew, Samuel C, — Byron in England , p, 123
3, Chew, Samuel C, — loc, cit.
r
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Defense of Bttoii by Poets
The relation of lAanfred to Faust Goethe himself charac-
terizes In the following words: "This poet, so eccentric
and full of genius, has adopted iny Faust and In a somewhat
hypochondriacal manner has extracted from It the strangest
food* He has employed the motives which suit his own ends In
an original manner, so that nothing In his composition Is any
longer the same, and on this very account I cannot sufficient-
ly admire his genius. It Is such a remoulding, not of parts,
but of the whole, that many Interesting lectures might be
111delivered on this and on the resemblance to the original.
Goethe defended Byrwi against the charge of plagiarism.
"All nature," he said. In reference to Byron, "belongs to the
poet; and every creation of art which genius originates be-
comes also a part of nature, and consequently every later x>oet
may as freely use such works, as he may any other phenoraenon
of nature. Only by the appropriation of the treasures of
others does anything great arise*
Sir Walter Scott, from whose works Byron has been accused
of pilfering, declared that his generation had not produced
any man who approached Lord Byron in originality— "the attri-
bute of genius."
Sir Egerton Brydges earnestly defended Byron, quite pos-
sibly motivated by the feeling that his own lack of success
!• Elze, Karl — Lord Byron. A Bioi;raphy. p. 413
2* Ibid. p. 398 — see foot-note.
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as a poet was due to enemies hostile to his fame*
"There are those," he writes, "who accuse him (Byron)
of systematic plagiarism:- this is not so: he produces no
thoughts or feelings which are not his own; but his retentive
memory recalls to him passages of others, when they a^ree with
his own impressions; and then it is often impossible to avoid
the rocurrence to his own mind of similar leoiguage:- the pre-
pared language rises with the thought, and, confident in the
power of his own resoxxrces, he does not reject it, nor fatigu©
himself to invent a laboured variation, merely to avoid the
charge of being an imitator, and of want of originality, which
he considers to be too baseless to be worth guarding against,"
Thus we see that those who have come to the defense of
the poet are anything but convincing. They do not face the
facts, but content themselves with vague generalities regard-
ing plagiarism*
1. Letters on the Character and Poetical Genius of Lord Byron
p, 68-69
fL
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CHAPTER VII
DEFENSE MADE BY BYRON
Lack of Public Dtnial '
In a letter addressed to Mr* Urban, the editor of The
Gentleman* a Ma/^azine . and signed E. B,, the writer makea
feeble excuses for Byron, in discussing the charge of plagiar-
ism, and toward the end of the letter says: "Nor are these
remarks offered in Justification of Lord Byron j his Lordship
•flis living to defend himself.
But if the "blind worshippers" of Lord Byron expected
him to make a public refutation of these serious and persis-
tent charges, they were doomed to disappointment. His atti-
tude towards the literary pamphlets, which contained unusual-
ly severe criticism of him for plagiarism in the year 1821,
is shown in two letters which he sent to John Murray, peirts
of which are reproduced below.
Byron* s Attitude Toward Pamphlets
September 24, 1321
"I have been thinking over our late correspondence, and
wish to propose to you the following articles for our future:—
••.•4thly. That you send me no periodical works whatsoever-
no Edinburgh
.
Quarterly
.
Monthly
. nor any Review, Magazine,
Newspaper, English or foreign, of any description. 5thly.
1. June, 1821 issue.
1 1
fL
That you send me no opinions whatsoever, either good , bad , or
indifferent . of yourself, or your friends, op others, concern-
ing any work, or works of mine, past, present, or to come. ••••
Reviews and Magazines are at the best but ephemeral and super-
ficial reading: who thinks of the /^yand ajrbicle of last year
in any given review?
"•.....but in Italy we know little of literary England, and
think less, except what reaches us through some garbled and
brief extract in some miserable Gazette."
October 28, 1821
"I see the way that he (i. e. Murray) and his Quarterly
I)eople are tending—they want a row with me, and they shall
have it. I only regret that I am not in England for the nonce t
as, here, it is hardly fair ground for me, isolated and out of
the way of prompt rejoinder €uid information as I am."
The inconsistencies in these letters need hardly be
pointed out.
Remarks Made in Private
In one of his conversations with Lady Blessington he as-
sured her that he knew nothing of l^gnon* s song, as he was
quite ignorant of German. The persistence of his critics,
however, in calling attention to the similarity between the
opening lines of The Pride of Abydos and Goethe's poem is
hardly turned aside by such a remark. In a letter to Murray
he stated, regarding Faust : "His Faust I never read, for I
I
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don't know Gorman; but Matthew Monk Lewis, In 1816, at
Collgny, translated most of It to me viva vole . . » . It is
possible that a like translation v/as rendered many of (xoetha's
poems. This, in view of Byron's remarkable memory, discounts
to some extent his reply to Lady Blessington regarding The
Bride of Abydos , for in a letter from Mr. George Plnlay to
Colonel Stanhope, the writer says: "The memory of Lord Byron
was very extraordinary; it was not the mere mechanical memory
which can repeat the advertisements of a newspaper and such
nonsense; but of all the innumerable novels which he had read,
he seemed to recollect perfectly the story and everr scene of
merit."
That this keen ability to recall passages read, was re-
sponsible for many instances of Byron's plagiarism is un-
doubtedly true. With respect to the unconscious use and em-
ployment of the thoughts and images of others, Byron says
that "in order to be entirely original,..., we must think as
much as possible, and read as little as possible; but then
we cannot learn to thinic without first reading,muo}\ and thus
it becomes unavoidable, that the thoughts of others should b«
blended inseparably with our own, and should afterwards be
expressed as our own.
1. Else, Karl — Lord Byron . A Bio;^raphy . p. 486
2. Else, Karl — Lord Byron , X BiOj:^raphy , p. 397

In a letter W3?itten to Miss Mllbanke^ dated September
26, 1813f Byron writes: "You say I never attempt to Justify
myself* You are right • At times I can*t and occasionally I
won^t defend "sy explanation; life Is not worth having on
nlBuoh terms*
1* Bettany, W.A.L, -.»The Confessions of Lord Byron , p. 155
rc
CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
First Denial of Plajiilarlam
In disouasing this charge of plagiarism^ it is interest-
ing to turn back to Byron' s preface in the first edition of
Hours of Idleness , Here we find that the poet himself was the
first person to use the term pla/^iarism in regard to his poetry.
"I have not aimed at exclusive originality," he wrote,
"still less have I studied any particular model for imitation;
some translations are given, of which many are paraphrastic*
In the original pieces there may appear a casual coincidence
with authors whose works I have oeen accustomed to read; but
I have not been guilty of intentional plagiarism, .#•
•
Thus with the publication of his first book of poetry,
Byron declares his innocence of intentional plagiarism, and
although ITichol has written that "Byron, like the rovers be-
2fore Minos, was not ashamed of his piracy, the preface to
Hours of Idleness certainly indicates that he considered the
term approbrious.
Considerations in Forming Conclusion
Much of the material that referred to plagiarism in Byron*
•
poetry was repetitious* Page after page of examples of Byron's
plagiarisms would haw* been tedious* Therefore the innumerable
1* Byron is, therefore, the first to use this term in his defense
2. Niohol, John — Byron , p* 208
r
proofs have been omitted, to allov; raoi^ space for the most
enlightening statements of Byron's contemporaries. I have
considered only the opinions of his contemporaries for the
reason that the significance of the word plagiarism has
changed from one literary period to another. Although from
the statements made during Byron's times the meaning of
plagiarism appears to have been no different from that of
today, it is now ininishable by laws which make the would-be
plagiarist more cautious, and the offense more serious.
Evidence Against Byron
In weighing the evidence in the case, let us first con-
sider the circumstances regarding the charges. As there is
no means by which the motives of the critics can be deter-
mined, the personal reasons for criticizing Byron cannot be
considered. We must not ignore the fact, however, that the
publications which presented these blunt accusations against
England's most popular poet of the time, were highly reput-
able pamphlets. The contributors did not merely rant. They
accused Byron specifically of stealing from his fellow poets
plots, words, and characters. Each one presented damning
evidence for his assertions. Poem after poem was examined and
found unoriginal in one or more aspects. And his accusers
1. Punk and Wagnalfa define plagiarism as, "The act of plagia-
riiing or aoproprlating the ideas, writings, or inventions of
another without due acknowledgment; specif., the stealing of
passages either word for word or in substance, from the writ-
ings of another and publishing them as one's own."
rr
were not limited to magazine contributors. His friends and
intimates, and fellow poets with whom he was on the best of
terms, brought the charge against him, and for every charge
there was ample evidence*
Byron* s Answers
Now let us consider the two types of answers which Byron
made to his critics* One was that of naive innocence* Terms
such as coincidence and stranpie accident are used so often as
explanations of apparent plagiarisms that the credulity of
his contemporaries was taxed to its utmost* At other times
Byron resorted to the classical theory of literary rights*
This theory, however applicable to poets of the classical
period, and even later periods, was not satisfactory for the
nineteenth century* Even in classical times, moreover, Byron
would have been criticized for not acknowledging, entirely
and definitely, his indebtedness to other writers*
Byron* s Silence in Public
Finally, we have Byron's disinclination to make a jniblio
refutation of these merciless attacks on his literary integ*
rity* If the poet had any sound material to work with, here
was not only the opportunity but the necessity for a scathing
rebuke to his critics. That he was capable of such a pieo«
of work he had proved in Bnglish Bards and Scotch Reviewers *
Interest in the accusations was high, and publishers would
have been eager to present his refutation*
r\
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VlKor and Deflnlteness of accusations
I have not found it possible to come to a definite con-
clusion regarding the attitude of Byron's contemporaries to-
ward his plagiarisms, for It Is difficult to Judge whether or
not those who accused him of this literary crime were a major-
ity. The evidence I have found does show, however, that there
was widespread condemnation of Byron's plagiarism from various
sources. Some of the poet's contemporaries. Including writers
he was accused of despoiling, arose to his defense. It Is true,
but compared to the weak answers of the poet and his champions,
the strong. Indignant, and above all, definite charges of th«
accusers cannot but impress the investigator.
Time, then, seems to have been kind to Lord Byron's liter-
ary reputation, for I have found that his contemporaries were
much more vigorous in their condemnation of the poet for plagi-
arism than are the writers of today. Many men whose opinions
were of importance in the literary world of the early nine
teonth century, because of the ignominious stigma of plagiarism
in Byron' s poetry, placed him much further down in the ranks of
po«t8 than his compositions would otherwise warrant.
rr
Digest
Byron's Plagiarism as Judged by His Contemporaries
by Ethel Florence Smith
The paper is an investigation of the charges of
plagiarism in Byron's woi^^ made in the poet's own time*
The accusations and ansfrers to them are recorded* The
classical theory- of plagiarism is presented and as brief
history of plagiarism and the general attitude toward the
subject during successive literary periods is shown* Tho
conyersationSf memoirs, and letters of the period which are
on record are for the most part critical of Byron in re-
gard to imitation and copying. In some of the reviews of
Byron's poems mention is made of similarity with works of
other writers i^ile a number of reviewers condemn the poet
for downright piracy from others* Articles from the literary
pamphlets are quoted to shov^- that many editors anA con*
tributors called the public's attention to what they con-
sidered unwarrented use by Byron of others ideas , characters
»
and diction* Instances of apparent plagiarism are notod in
the Corsair* Manfi»ed * English Bards ond Scotch Raviewers .
The Qiawne * Maseppa* Childe Harold' s Pil>j:»lmaf.e* The Bridd
of Abydos and numerous othor poems* From 1816 to 1820 the
criticism by these writers was mild but in 1821 an impersonal
article oonoernin:^ literary piracy was printed in The Londop
Literary Qaiette * This seams to have been a forerunner for
the series of articles which this magasine published in sub-
1
sequont numbers , written by A* A« Watts, In which the con-
tributor exposed. In no uncertain terms, what he considered
unprecedented plagiarism on the peoct of Byrcn* These must
have been trying times for the poot, for many others sent in
contributions that year similar to those of Mr* Watts, while
Byron's defenders in the pamphlets were few and their con*
tributions negligible* Among his fellow poets, some
criticised and some defended Byron regarding his use of
others* materials* Byron's own defense was half-hearted and
weak* He did not send in for publication any explanation
or denial* Criticism of Byron for plagiarism seems to have
been made during the early nineteenth century by many people,
regarding parts or the whole ofmost of the poet's v;orks*
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